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A Selective Recap of a Prodigious Literature
➨ Leadership Characteristics
➨ Leadership Behaviors
➨ Contingency Theories
➨ Path-Goal Leadership

Traits

Task &
Relationships

Goals &
Obstacles

➨ Leader-Member Exchange
➨ Transformational Approaches
➨ Authentic Leadership
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➨ Servant Leadership

Situation

One v. TwoWay

Radical Change
Elevating
Vision

Power Shift

Leadership from a Motivational Perspective
Leadership is about understanding psychology,
motivation, and influence at the:
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Personal level:

me, myself

Interpersonal level:

team membership / dyadic relationships /
networking

Leadership level:

performance management /
team building / conflict / change

Organizational level:

organization design / values /
culture / brand

What	
  kind	
  of	
  climate	
  do	
  I	
  create	
  around	
  me	
  as	
  a	
  leader?	
  
What	
  is	
  it	
  like	
  to	
  work	
  around	
  me?	
  
What	
  can	
  I	
  do	
  to	
  create	
  a	
  more	
  mo6va6onally	
  rich	
  climate?	
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Motivational Richness
§

Central concept from reversal theory (Apter, 1982; 1989; 1992; 2001; 2005; 2007; 2015)

§

A structural phenomenological theory of motivation, emotion, and personality

§

Emphasizes the changeability of human nature. People want different things at different
times, depending on their state of mind.

§

Identifies eight different motivational states,
grouped in four pairs of opposites.

Motivationally Rich Environment
All eight states and
opportunities to satisfy each
are available
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Reversal Theory in 11 Tweets
1. Many personality theories focus on traits, preferences. Reversal theory focuses on
how our motives and emotions CHANGE and can be changed.
2. Don’t like a situation? Change your state of mind, and your feelings change. There
are 8 states: trigger new states, and you feel a change.
3. The 8 states are grouped in 4 pairs: each pair reflects flip sides of the same coin.
You REVERSE between states in a pair.
4. Motivated by rules and knowing what’s expected? You’re in Conforming state.
Motivated by freedom, pushing back? That’s Rebellious state.
5. Motivated by power and ability – for yourself or another? You’re in Mastery state.
Motivated by care and compassion? That’s Sympathy state.
6. Motivated by your own needs? You’re in Self state. Motivated by someone else’s
needs? You’re in Other state.
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7. Motivated by significance & future impact? That’s Telic state. Motivated by process,
enjoying the journey in the moment? That’s Paratelic state.

Reversal Theory in 11 Tweets
8. Each state has positive emotions if motives are met; negative emotions if they are
not. Feeling bad emotion? Try changing your state.
9. Example: Not achieving goals leads to anxiety (bad emotion in Telic state). Reverse
to Paratelic by taking break, make project a game.
10. Example: Feeling sorry for self? (bad emotion in Sympathy Self). Get to Other state
by helping friend, or challenge self with task (Mastery).
11. SO WHAT? Reversal Theory teaches you to control your states, so you control your
feelings. Don’t let your emotions just “happen to you.”
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Reversal Theory
Value

State

Significance

Fitting In

Control & Power

Individualism

Telic

Conforming

Mastery

Self

Rules

Interaction

Orientation

Paratelic

Rebellious

Sympathy

Other

Enjoyment

Freedom

Caring

Collectivism

Domain Means-End
State
Value
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Motives and Emotions Change…

Excitement

Anxiety
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Depending on State of Mind
CONFORMING
Pleasant Relaxation

Unpleasant Boredom
Low
Arousal

Telic

Excitement

Anxiety
High
Arousal

Paratelic

People are more like dancers than statues
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Motives and Emotions Change…
Caring
&
Virtuous
Other +
Sympathy +
Conforming

Irritation
&
Resentful
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Self +
Sympathy +
Rebellious

Scientific Credentials
§ Researchers at 30+ universities worldwide
§ 19 books (8 languages), 400+ articles
§ 17 international conferences
§ Handbook published by APA in 2001
Motivational Styles in Everyday Life: A Guide to Reversal Theory

§ In April 2015: Le Renversement Psychologique
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Some Evidence Bites
§ Relapse among those trying to quit smoking is most likely to happen in the
paratelic and rebellious states (O’Connell et al., 1990; 1995; 2000)
§ People exercise for longer and exert more effort in the paratelic state
(LeGrand & Thatcher, 2011)
§ People in the paratelic state stick at problems longer. Responses are more
creative. Groups solved ‘impossible tasks’ (McDermott, 1986)
§ In the telic state we have greater tension in muscles (Svebak, 1986a; 1986b;
1988). Therefore, if people perform tasks in the telic state, they may get tired
faster and injure more easily
§ Motivationally rich reasons for sport promotes continuation over time (Lee,
2003) & performance (Cox & Kerr, 1989; 1990; Kerr, 1997; 1999; 2001; 2004)
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§ Coaches rated highest on leadership showed motivational versatility and
richness (Lee, 2008)

What Does This Mean?
➨ All styles need to be brought into play
➨ Individuals need to be motivationally versatile
➨ Teams need to be motivationally diverse
➨ Organizations need to offer a wide motivational
range for both employees and clients
➨ Brands need to reflect and support the
motivational versatility of clients and the
organization
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If people are motivated in 8 key ways:
•
•
•
•

Telic
Conforming
Mastery
Self

•
•
•

Paratelic
Rebellious
Sympathy

•

Other

…what are the implications for
leadership?
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Leadership and Motivational States
Æ As people experience the world in a combination of 8 states
and will see different things as important, be switched on by
different aspects of a situation and look for quite different
rewards – a leader’s task is to engage all 8 states.
Æ A leader is effective to the extent that they are able to give
people the opportunities to contribute fully in ways that
benefit themselves and the organization.
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Microclimate Framework
Telic

Self Sympathy
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Conforming

Self Mastery

Purpose
Focus on long term direction.
People feel that they understand the purpose of what they are doing and
why. It provides a sense of being involved with something significant and
important.
What does it contribute?
Æ Long term goals
Æ Strategic perspective
Æ Alignment
How can you create it?
Æ Talking about the future and long term goals
Æ Creating realistic goals
Æ Asking – what are we here to do?
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Telic

Energy
Focus on enthusiasm for the task itself.
People experience a sense of excitement and are involved by choice.
Enjoyment and fun are OK. It provides the conditions in which we can be
creative and full of ideas.
What does it contribute?
Æ High performance and productivity
Æ Engagement and enjoyment
Æ Enthusiasm
How can you create it?
Æ Showing enjoyment in activities
Æ Allowing it to happen
Æ Ensuring that jobs are varied and interesting
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Paratelic

Structure
Focus on roles, routines, and procedures.
Making things run effectively and efficiently. It is comfortable and reassuring.
People understand and work within the expectations of them. It is about people
acting within agreed frameworks.
What does it contribute?
Æ Consistency
Æ Efficiency
Æ Standards
How can you create it?
Æ Agreeing a consistent way of doing things
Æ Being clear about expectations and standards
Æ Adopting best practice
Æ Allowing it to happen
Æ Creating a ‘way of doing things’ a ‘brand’ for the team
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Conforming

Change Orientation
Focus on questioning the status quo, re-evaluation.
People have the opportunity to disagree, question and challenge. Allowing the
inclination to not always operate within current rules or structures – aiding
change and genuine innovation.
What does it contribute?
Æ Innovation
Æ Change
Æ Challenge of the ‘old ways’
How can you create it?
Æ Giving people the right to disagree and express themselves
Æ Encouraging open debate
Æ Rewarding new ideas
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Rebellious

Individual Contribution
Focus on employee growth, responsibility, and contribution.
When people are encouraged to take control in ways that benefit them and
the team, they feel strong, competent, and proud.
What does it contribute?
Æ Faster decision making
Æ Actions and decision making taken at appropriate levels
Æ Customers and stakeholders get dealt with effectively
Æ People do what needs to be done
How can you create it?
Æ Delegating properly
Æ Letting people take the initiative
Æ Rewarding individual responsibility
Æ Encouraging growth
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Self Mastery

Enablement
Focus on enabling individuals to help others achieve.
People feel that they can help each other succeed even though it may be at
some cost to themselves. The leader enables members of the team to
empower others.
What does it contribute?
Æ Shared resourcefulness
Æ Mobilization and flexibility of resources
Æ Optimisation of resources
Æ Superior team play and the basis of self managed teams
How can you create it?
Æ Creating mutual support and cooperation though good communication
Æ Encouraging team spirit
Æ Giving authority to individuals to give power / responsibility to others
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Other Mastery

Consideration
Focus on people feeling valued and acknowledged as individuals
The attention is focussed on each person as an individual – their needs seen
as part of their individuality. Team members know, understand and are cared
for.
What does it contribute?
Æ Harnesses individuality within the team
Æ Makes it easier for individuals to express themselves
Æ Problems don’t become mountains
Æ Coping with stress better, more resilient
How can you create it?
Æ Treating people as individuals
Æ Not labelling consideration as a weakness
Æ By appreciating work / life balance
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Self Sympathy

Warmth
Focus on the sociable needs of the team.
People feel that they are able to care and support others. The environment is
welcoming. Team members feel a sense of belonging to something beyond
themselves.
What does it contribute?
Æ People look forward to working with each other
Æ Willingness to commit their emotional energy to the team
Æ Team spirit
Æ Openness and tolerance
How can you create it?
Æ Demonstrating giving support to others in difficult times
Æ Ensuring social interaction
Æ Putting the needs of the team first sometimes
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Other Sympathy

Motivational Micro-Climate
What kind of climate do I
create around me as a
leader?
What is it like to work around
me?
What can I do to create a
more motivationally rich
climate?
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Leadership is…….
the creation of
a positive motivational climate
in pursuit of superior results
Leader is...
the agent who facilitates that climate
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Current Research
•

•
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Samples
• Executives in a large, multinational
technology firm
• Teachers and students in teams during
camps
Method
• Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM)

DAY 1

DAY 2

Consent &
Demos

T1: RTSM

T1: RTSM

T2: RTSM

T2: RTSM

T3: RTSM

T3: RTSM

T4: RTSM

T4: RTSM

T5: RTSM
& PANAS

T5: RTSM
& PANAS

Debrief

Current Research
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•

Motivational Diversity hypotheses (broadly stated)
H1:
The greater the diversity of motivational states satisfied
by an individual, the more positive the affect.
H2:
The greater the diversity of motivational states satisfied
by an individual, the more positive the outcomes.

•

Leadership hypotheses
H3:
Leaders who encourage greater diversity of motivational
states will engender more positive affect among employees
than those who do not.
H4:
Leaders who encourage greater diversity of motivational
states will engender higher performance than those who do not.

A Big Tent
Reversal Theory States
Leadership Models

T

PT

C

R

✓


Ohio State Studies
Managerial Grid
Situational Leadership
Path-Goal Theory
Leader-Member Exchange
Servant Leadership
Transformational Leadership
Flow
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✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓ ✟
✓
✓ ✓

M

S

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Self Oth

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

